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Optimization marketing ampaign problem is onsidered in this report. In this work

"Ativity"means any event whih has �xed date and paid partiipation. For example: onert,

onferene, �ight on a plane.

Organiser's goal is to get the biggest pro�t from holding the onferene. Number of potential

buyers is not known priori. Moreover, demand for tikets depends on their ost and on potential

buyers awareness. Thus, organiser an manages marketing ampaign on the whole interval of

time from start to event day in two ways:

1. To hange the tiket ost.

2. To invest in promotion ampaign.

Promotion ampaign is onsidered like olletion of di�erent promotion tools. Number

of people is attrated by promotion tool is onsidered like random variable. However, the

dependene of the average number of attrated lients from a number of investments in

advertising tool is known.

Also the model onsiders that the time at whih a sale is made a�ets the probability of

purhase. The loser the event, the greater the probability of purhase (eteris paribus) the

potential ustomer.

In the model, we onsider the disrete time selling tikets, so for eah time organizer sets

the tiket prie and alloates funds to various promotional tools. Time of sale of the tiket and

the tiket prie are the main fators a�eting the probability of buying a tiket.

Beause objetive funtion (pro�t) depends on the random variables, it an not be optimized

expliitly. To solve the problem, a quantile riterion is used. Quantile haraterizes the

maximum pro�t that is obtained organizer, with a given probability [1℄.

The onsidered problem solved with the following natural onstraints:

1. Maximum number of tikets sold shall not exeed the number of seats at the event.

Restrition is probabilisti, beause the number of buyers is random.

2. Money spent on an advertising ampaign and general expenses must not exeed the

ampaign budget. Budget restrition is deterministi.

In the report an algorithm for solving the problem in the lass of program strategies is

o�ered, i.e. pries and osts are determined for the entire planning period.
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